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PREFACE

Riannin'g for trie ruture is rece~vinq; great emLortasis inj I-
United States military. Each service ham a iono-ranqe p.ani,.;

element with direct or.anizationa,. iina to its aelior ip_-1uers.
Their mission is to provide the senior leadership witn iniorm-
ation that wili assist them in maKinQ aecisioni sad e-taozl-rin,.
guidance to direct the course of the orqanization towaro rtis or
her vision o, the ±uturo. .n tne Air rcirce. not oniv is the
Pentaqon airectly invoiv,.' in ioo~ing to the tuture0 out. In
audition. eacn maior commana rias an orqanization wriose cr14aL er is
to look beyona the Duqert proceas. Tis leve! of emphasis is
typical in inaustry as weii.

UnfortunateLy. the amount _jt oitict oecision-ndjer invoive-
ment in the process is limitea because of the time required ±cr
dav-to-aay operations. Trims re uort was written to invest-ujac a
way whereby trio senior deciLion-maKer can get invoivou in trie
process without osinq involved in iaooious. ano otten contusing
analytical techniques. The qoai is to develop a methocoloqy tnat
is systematic, simply evaiuates, ana not time-intensive zo.r the
decision-maker: and wili still allow the analysis o a iarae
number of alternatives.

In 1983. the author of this reoort first used a form of tnis
methodology in a oriefing developed for the Secretary ana Chief
of Staff of the Air Force on strategic alternatives. The oasis
of the presentation was a matrix array of aiternative strategies.
The briefing and anaiytical approach was weli received oy the
senior leadership. This report will expand on that methodology
and offer considerations and limitations for its use.
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,'nanter One

I NT R 0 D U CTI ON

"ong-ranue 0,anning kstrategic Diannlin) has tecore *3n
important part o± the management process ±or Ciiei axecutive
OUticers (CEOs) and too decision-makers througnout ousiness anu
qovernment.

When decisions are made within the context ot a stra-
teglc vision and with a iull consideration o± the
long-term consequences of each cecision. qreater co-
herency in planning and policymakinq results. r1ow-
ever. most leaders of governmentai organizations are
caught up in the daily responsiolilties and spena
little time in creating a strategic Dian for thteir
aqencv or service. Leaders who are caotives oi an
overly tuil daily schedule fail to Dian systematc I-
.v. 8 systematic -ono-rance piannina process is CM-

sentiaI for creating ana maintainina a strateagyc
vision and for buiilina a strateaic proarim. ( i:-

Unfortunately. today's top decision-maers, find the necessites
of clay-to-cay operations leave them little time for the e;,tr,
time-consuming steps required by most ana-yticai metMoao~oqies.
Thereiore. most efforts have centered on takinr snap-snots = tne
iuture--iew nave emphasized systematic tecnniaues. (b:l) T7.e
purpose of this research eftort is to aeveiop a systematic iret,-
odology that can be used to organize strateaies in a wAy
decision-makers can assimilate a large number ,:0± alternatives,
analyze consequences, recognize trends, and make decisions at tre-
macro-ievei--appropriate for achieving lona-ranqe objectives.

LONG-RANGE PLANNING DEFINED

Lona-ranqe olanning is the orocess of aeve.,)ono cr,ny-trrff
objectives and choosing strateqies that direct the oraaniza-:on
toward those obiectives. The horizon for ±on-i-ranuo olannino,
however, can differ from organization to orqanization. o
example, "Most government otricials hold tzieir ooitions fot
relatively short periods of time and tend to have Dlann(zn
horizons ttiat generally corzesoona to tie amount, -i ime tnev
expect to hold their present ]obs." (3:20) One coui- argue Tiat
a U.S. president's view ot long-range oiannnj Is t, ioo Kut n.,
more than four years. Whereas. technoloqy plannina for rie
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future may look out 30 years or more. For the purpose of this
research, the long-range planning horizon is defined as looking
far enough into the future to ensure decisions do not necessitate
immediate budgetary funding or immediate reorganization to obtain
obiectives. Said another way, decisions are made to provide the
oasis for short- and mid-range planning.

it follows, then, that long-range obiectives and stratecies
must be broad in scope. A decision to build a new factory '.r to
ailocate a specific amount of the budget to procurinc a zquaczrcn
of aircraft is not considered a long-term objective or strategy
(this does not oreclude a short- or mid-terin action from navln' a
long-term consequence), in the context of the national vita_
interest of maintaining a strategic balance with the Soviet
Union, an example of a long-range ooDective might re: "eveoo -I
manned bomber capable of penetrating future Soviet defenses."
This could also be restated as a short-term objective. out is
equally appropriate looking out 20 or more years. It is broac
in scope and in a future context could impiy developano space
aeiivery vehicles or stealth bombers.

A strategy to complement this obiective might be: "Pursue
research that protects against a Soviet technological oreaxcoit."
This may mean to allocate budget dollars this year tor researcn
and development, or keep an eye open for developing techn,', ies
that have a potential for future capabilities.

Success±ul long-range planning requires the aecision-ma~er to
analyze all alternatives and their consequences. Basea on in-
sight, experience, and clear obiectives, he can then maie reason-
e ed decisions. These decisions may be to pursue an oDjective

,* directly or to defer action for an indeterminate time. Furtrir-
more. oy the nature of long-term oblectives. decision-maKers can
choose to change course dwn stream, yet still be able to acn:eve
the overall objective.

THE PROBLEM DEFINED

It would now seem a fairly easy process for a decisron-mak<er
to gather his top executives and define the .patn the oruaniza ,'
will take toward the future. However, cue to the comuLexity of
today's markets, economic systems, or threat environments, argc;
coupled with the amount of information made available to decision-
makers because of advancing computer technology. it has becuime
nearly an impossible task to assimilate all the alternatives
available to a decision-maker.

Despite the emphasis on long-range planning, there are ,ew
methodologies available that directly address this area of
,ecision-making. Generally, methodologies fall into two cateaot-
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les: anaiytical and non-anaiytical. Each approach ras bene. t .

a!1.1i Limit:ations.

Analytical methoduLoqles typically invoive a form ore-
castinq or decision analysis. Forecasting, a <ienerak r.erm for

V orecictina the future, is also an ooerations research tecnricie
that involves computer simulation. It is used quite extens-vey
in economic oredictions: however, requires iittie aectision-m., er
input. It is, unfortunately, only as gooc as trei- quality o tt.&
model (usually unknown to the decislon-maker). anu trni V, 4 .V
of the ranae ana mix of variables. In addition. most seniri
execut-ives are wary of the "gdrbage-in-garrage-out" Lew,.at ,-,t o1
computer simulations.

Decision analysis methoooioqies neip too ,Jeislon-maerz
orqanize and focus their preferences, but require time-consumna
eiicitation sessions. Furthermore, decision anaiys-s is most.
often used to determine a decision-maker's wiliingness to take
risk on a specific alternative, versus cnoosing from a soectrum
of alternatives. (1:1)

Non-analyticai techniques generally involve cnoosing a g+oca
future (a snap-shot of the future), then determinina a desiraie
course of action. Technological advances or catastroonic sjc'a
or political events usually dominate this vision of the iuture,
dnd often limit perspective. Ad-hoc study groups are ,s.nera iv
chartered to undertake this type study. Although this is an
excellent way to get large numbers of oeople invoLved in -tne
long-range planning process, which is important, these studies
iack a systematic framework for presenting information to
decision-maKers for the decision-maKing process.

In summary, there is a neec for a systematic aooroa:,-
long-range planning that is not steepea in quantitative ma-_n-
ematical tecaniques tnat attempt to suDstitute t-or numan -uc'.rmert.
The question becomes one of quantitative versus auaiitative
requirements for long-range planning. it is assertec nere. an
discussed later, that for the purpose of long-range Dianning,
data can oe presentea in a qualitative manner ana stii ,rovi_'C
the decision-maker with the level of information reauirec :or
successful decision-makinq.

AIR FORCE LONG-RANGE PLANNING

One of the first Air Force efforts at Iono-ranue ,!.nni,,,
began in 1943 when General Hap Arnold commissionea ur. ":Coe
von Karman to out together an ad-roc aroup or t~ne oest scien-: ic
minds in America to cnart a technoiogicai course for a soon to :,e
indeoenaent Air Force. From Toward New Horizons. t. resuits.
von Karman's efforts, came the concepts Yor i,&1s, unmannec
aircraft, and the Air Force Institute of Techno.ogy. to n1ame lust



a few. Other ideas met with less success, for examole. nuc:ear
powered aircralt. (4:--) It may also have been this report that
set laser technology back several years when it suggested there
were no weapons applications for this technoiogy.

Today, the Air Force is actively involved in an institution-
alized effort at long-range planning. Under the Director of
Plans, Headquarters United States Air Force, the Long-Range Plans
Division is charged with looking out 10 to 25 years and devejop-
ing ob3ectives for the Secretary and Chief of Staff of tre Air
Force. With a few exceptions, discussed briefly in rhe Preface.
their approach has been a non-analyticai one. Ad-noc stud'-s anc
global futures are used as a basis for pro3ecting the future.

OVERVIEW

Although each decision-making technique has its strencitns anc
may be appropriate under certain circumstances, no one tecnnique
provides all of the following: an array of the decision-maker't
alternatives, the consequences of any particular decision, trend
analysis across the spectrum oi alzernatives, and the ut.Lity icr
the decision-maker to apply his experience and insignt in a
relatively short session. Chapter Two will survey the titerature
for human engineering techniques that can be used to assist
aecision-makers in assimilating large amounts ot information.
In Chaoter Three a framework for the methodoloQy is aeveioped.
An example is presented to demonstrate problem formulation ana
illustrate the scope of this technique. The final charter wil'
discuss other applications and considerations for the use of t,. s
methodology.
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Cnaoter Two

A HUMAN FACTORS APPROACH

INTRODUCTION

As discussed above, computer and communication technoiogies
have imoroved our ability to analyze problems, develop Larqe
numbers of alternatives, and transmit them with great speei.
Decision-makers are often overwhelmed with information, and.
unfortunately, this overflow can be as oig a proolem as ncit
having the information. Furthermore, the data orovidec usuai..y
has no priority associated with the value of the information or
guarantee of validity; therefore, decision-maxers can and often
do get trapped into making choices based on the wrong informa-
tion.

Generally, there have been two approaches to addressing tnis
problem: artificial intelligence and human engineering (some-
times called ergonomics). Artificial intelligence tecnniques are
being studied that can help reduce the workload by eliminatn
the less useful information, but this sophisticated technology :s
far from being available for all applications.

Human englneering is defined as the "design of man-made
objects, facilities, and environments to enhance the functicnai
effectiveness with which people can use them.- (2:4) An exarnio
of this technique in common use is a graph. A graph can provae
a decision-maker a great quantity of data at a glance.

CODING TECHNIQUE

Coding has been used throughout the history of man. Cave
drawings. aiphaoets. and mathematical symoo.s are all examples of
man's attempt to present information indirecti to enhance 55

functional effectiveness. Although, "there are many sources oi
information that people can sense directly, there are many cir-
cumstances where information must be presented indirectly to be
of any use." (2:40-41)

Beyond view: On a war gaming board, models of
tanks are placed on a three dimensional map so
tacticians can visualize the battle.



- Excessive noise: in airoorne racars usec oy

fighter aircraft. moving target indicators are
used to eiiminate the noise of qouna returns ana
to display only returns that have a velocity.

- Too large: A bar chart is a good example. if
words and equations were used to aescribe tne
magnitudes and relationships between tnings easily
represented on a bar chart, pages of text would re
required.

*However. coding can be a trace-ofi. In oroer to oresent
information that may otherwise be beyona our senses, we often
lose specificity for the sake of generaity.

Again, this becomes a question of quantitative versus cua.-
itative information. An example ot a quantitatove oisstay or'
exact information would be a speedometer on a car or a RPM auae
on an aircraft. A simple example of qualitative QiaLiay wou-w st:
the auto oil light. If the ilght is not iliuminated we Anow trne
oil pressure or quantity is adequate, out when the iijua, ,comes or
we are made aware there is a problem. Generally, tnis is a± tne
information a car owner neeas to know to make aecisions concern-
ing the condition of his car with respect to the oil system.
.i:b7,75)

The purpose of this research is not to explore tne science oz
ergonomics or to make the reader an expert on human eng±neering
factors. out rather to use a coding strategy, a princioie vaii.a-

ated by experts. (2:104)

With tnis qualification, coior cooing nas oeen cnosen an i.e
technique to be used for the development of this methocoioyy.
-Color coding is very useful in some contexts. particuiaroy in
searching, scanning, or locating related tasks.- (2:i0) I're
stop light is a good example of color coding. .nere is a a2nav
transfer of information at a glance (if you are not color DInc,,
yet no attempt to explain the reason why it is a cooa icea .c
stop is offered to the motorist.

DISPLAY Ti, HNl0Ui

Now that a rationale tor using a coior cooing stratey ::r
data presentation has been discussed, the next step is tc deter-
mine now the cooed symbols will be arranged or dispiayec.

-A display does not transmit information as such. out r atner
presents stimuli wnich may ae meaningful to the receiver."
(2:42) For qualitative information. daisplays should refiec; the

" . approximate value anO trend of the variables.- k:4n)



The display must organize the inrormation reoresenced oy cooed
symbols in the most meaningful manner for the decision-maKer.

Although there is extensive literature that descrioes the
principles of arranging data, suffice it to say that whether it
is arranged by importance, frequency of use, function, or -se-
quence, an analyst must use the method that most clearly presents
the information for the decision-maker. This couid vary aepenc-
ing on the objective of the decision-making session.

The requirement, tnen, is to cnoose a irameworK for tne
salient structure of data. There will be no attempt to 3ustity
one structuring method over another. rather to assert severs
reasons why a chart or matrix organization will be used for this
methodology. First, a matrix ±ormat is understanoaDie ov today's
decision-makers who are chart and graph "wise" oecause of tnear
wide use in business and finance. Next. a matrix facilitates
what ever principle of arrangement is desired. Finally. using

color coding. relational and trend information can oe easily
displayed. The benefits of matrix organization will be demon-
strated in the next chapter.

SUMMARY

This chapter has provided the rationale for usinq coior

coding and a matrix organization for assimilating large amounts
of information for decision-makers. The limits of this approa n
have also been mentioned. It is important to understand that
depth and specificity of this form of qualitative data oresetiL-
ation is not particularly appropriate for ali decisicon-maKin

situations, but is appropriate for long-range p±annin,4 as ue je,1
in Chapter One.
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'Thaoter Three

METHODOLOGY

IN TRODUIiCT ION

In this chapter. the reaaer will be lecd t.-irDuyh a s~
example to demonstrate how to apply the decis.o-ma1kinQ matri:
metnodoiogy--referred to hereafter as DMM. ""hen, seveta.. _suca-
gested imolementation considerations will be outlined. But
first, before 3umping head-long into tne example. it is mo.A

to lay the foundation for a basic understandina of the ~ay.~
orocess.

The cornerstone of the analysis process is, ODvious.
analyst. Although an analyst is often charactrerizea as a *nun':'er
cruncher," little of his or her time is actually spent coiny
calculations. When an analyst tackles a problem, much of his
e-ffort is spent researching, organizing. and workinc; in concL!mt-
with members of the analysis team. The concept of an ana..vs~s
team is important, because it is imoractical' to expect one esr
to be an expert in analytical techniques and at the same time
expert in the subject being studied. plus have the management an,.:
leadership skills required to bring a study to fruition. There-
fore, a team needs to be chosen to have available ail the r - -soi:.z

ic skills required.

The next step is to define the scope ana aepti o0-: the r-
lem. This may be the most important step in the process and can
help avoid future pitfalls. Furthermore, every memo~er ofr~t
team should have a clear understanding of the task so there is
commonality in the effort.

Next, the analyst must select the right anaiytica. teh-
nique. This is a particurlarly difficult ioo. because the cc'mmcr.
tendency is to adapt the problem to a methodolooy (one the
analyst is comfortable and familiar with), rather than find the
appropriate technique for the task. Once data is coli.ectei ana

appropriately integrated with the methodology. only then are
numoers crunched or computer programs run.

The final step is the analysis and presentation. It is at
this point that the knowledge of the analyst is most cri(cn_.
He must be able to put the numbers, symbols, or whatever resulit
is obtained into perspective for the decision-maKer. :he ±':s.l.ow-



ing discussion will demonstrate this Drocess and lead t(o an
application of the DMM methodology.

THE ANALYTICAL PROCESS

Typically, an analysis shop can expect management to task
them with littie more than a broad, and sometimes amoiguous.
description oi the problem. For illustration purposes, sup[)osC
the Chief of Staff sent down a tasking that read, "In igrit c=
tne President's Soace Defense Initiative (SDI), what naopens to
our nuclear strategy?" The first step, as discussea above, is to
cnoose the analysis team. As a minimum, the team seiectec to
respona to this tasking should include: a team chief--oosse~sin
management ano leadership skills, an operations researcner--
Knowledgeable in analytical techniques, and experts--versea in
the theory of nuclear strategy and weapons technology. Otners
can be added as required.

The next step is to define and refine the oroblem. Zf the
team does not have a clear understanding of their task, then it
is likely they will answer the wrong question. Narrowinq the
topic, defining variables, bounding parameters, scoping te depth
of soiution required, and other pertinent refinements are neces-
sary in this early stage. Expanding on the above example, after
in-depth discussion by team members, it is determined that tn-k
Chief of Staff is interested in expanding his own understai-~ntn
of deterrence, and wants to be made aware of alternative strate-
gies and their consequences--in light of SDI. Furthermore, the
team determines that the perception of stabiiity is key to the
uncerstanding of deterrence. For example, the U.S. may consicer
SDI stabilizing and desirous; whereas, the Soviets may see this
as being advantageous to the U.S. and, thus. destabiLiziria.
Therefore, the objective is redefined to read: "Determine strat-
egies that will ensure stability and strategic oaiance with the
Soviet Union."

It is important at this point for the team chief to review
their progress with the decision-maker to ensure the team Nas
captured. preciseiy. the essence of the tasking, and has not ione
astray in its zeal. Also, it may be an opportunity for t:Le

* .,decision-maker to rethink his guidance or redirect the ef±o:t.

With assurance the team is on the right track, the th.Nre
Ste is to choose an appropriate analysis methodology. There are
many techniques possible for this problem. An onerations re-
searcher often has in his "bag of tricks" tecniques ranging from
simple statistical calculations to complex computer simu ator.
Knowing things like data avallabiLity, the precision requirea to
meet the tasking, the availability of expert input, and the
expectation of the decision-maker as to the form and forum for
presentation, can dictate the methodology used. Again, a maior

10



consideration, as discussed in Chapter Two, is the quantitative
versus qualitative issue. it the task is to measure test re-
sults, compare cost estimates, or average performance sata, trien
statistical analysis or deterministic algorithms sfouid De use:.
However, if the analysis involves decision-maker participation,
it is critical that he be provided the oest information in a r'.rn,
that draws on his judgment and insight.

At this iuncture, the analyst should take a macro-view o:
the problem and decide if it falls into our framework for a .ono-
range planning problem. it shouid oe clear tnat it wi.- -a,

years to develop the appropriate technologies required to chance
current strategy. Also, defining goals and direction zor -ne
future is really the essence of the problem. Furthermore. exam-
ining a ldrge number ot alternatives and tneir conseu ,..:. .
inherent in the tasking. Finally, based on his insight anc
judgment, the decision-maker will have to organize te it .

come to his own conclusions. Thus, we have arrivec a, , e Ine
criteria estaolrshea in Chapter One tor rni us- :i -- ,e IMM
methodology.

METHODOLOGY APPLICATION

Now that the oblective is cefinec, ana tne metro,;,co~ v
chosen. it is time to collect the experts around the cna. .:carc
and apply the methodology. Table I summarizes rive atrnatves
that could be chosen to achieve the obiective. Obviously, an ,ri-
depth stucy of the suolect would proauce many otner strat-,Y
alternatives, but for discussion purposes a simple modes wl.
suffice.

The next step is to arrange the strategies in r1 ,,a'r~ x
(Figure 1). There are two reasons to emphasize the orderin:.
First. it is easier when filling in the matrix to ptocee,. in
logical increments. This will help the respondents orqanize
their views. Second, as will be discusseo iater. vaiutD.e Lren
information can be recognized based on the organization of the
strategies. Generally, ranging them from one extrene t*-t
other will best serve both purposes.

Finally, the analyst has reacheu tne point wnhere ,e : -*- , i ,
fill in the matrix. Particular care shouid be taken in rasln'
the questions to the experts. For example, ,:, rui 1. t in

block (upper left-hand corner), the question might ve statec as
follows: "If the U.S. had an offensive strateqy ana the :.v'ets
had an offensive strategy, wouid it oe a stabilizing situation
from the U.S. persoectiver" if the answer is yes. coce tLst
intersection with a green symbol. Table 2 iiustrates tne co-or
code responses based on tne discussion from Cnaoter 7w.. Y1 .:-w
is used if the respondent does not fee a ciear yes or no answer
is appropriate, it is critical the resooncents De re,,iinu.: tv ,



OFF: OFFENSIVE STRATEGY, 100% OFFENSIVE
WEAPONS, NO DEFENSE (MUTUALLY
ASSURED DESTRUCTION)

PT DEF: OFFENSIVE STRATEGY WITH POINT
DEFENSE OF MAJOR CITIES AND HIGH
VALUE MILITARY INSTALLATIONS

50-50: MIX OF SDI DEFENSIVE SYSTEMS AND
OFFENSIVE WEAPONS

LIM: DEFENSIVE SYSTEMS WITH LIMITED
RETALIATORY CAPABILITY

DEF: SDI SYSTEMS ONLY, NO OFFENSIVE
NUCLEAR WEAPONS

-able 1. Strateiles

QUESTION: DOES THE STRATEGY ENSURE
STABILITY AND STRATEGIC BALANCE?

USSR STRATEGY

OFF
'3

I" PT DEF

=50-50

LIM

DEF

Fiqure 1. 7re Basic Matrix
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*0 (GREEN) = YES/POSITIVE RESPONSE
*:0 (RED)= NO/NEGATIVE RESPONSE
*0 (YELLOW)= UNKNOWN/NEUTRAL RESPONSE

* THIS SYMBOLOGY IS USED TO FACILITATE BLACK AND WHITE
REPRODUCTION

answers are from a U.S. Derspective. ,r eV s o c :n tv ,c
interpret Soviet response to this strategy. 7o zaciitate th;s
important consideration. a statement is -lacea *it tne bottom
t-Re matrix.

Figure -2 snows a completed matrix. For tn.is examo. e there
is no oarticuiar -ustification provicec ior any answers .ec,
it is for demonstration purposes on-y.

The next step is to comolete the identicai nacir:: ' rn
Soviet oersoective. This will obviously require tne ,_er et
of ovie: exoerts. igure 3 iliustrates a oossioLe confl(i,
response.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

A cursory analysis of .iqure 2* wouid leac to tne ,flc-u'
that a 50-SO strategy for z:.e U.S.. or any stra,:ey ccuoiec t
.3 ,Dviet ,o .fensive oosture. wouic ensure staoi.ity fr, the '
persoective. Likewise. looAi-ng at Figure 3, any time ': .3.
re.ed on *i defensive only strategy, the Soviets wou: terc-r.v-!
starmility. However, in the initial diescription c: the o-,ec-vs,
it was :eterminf4d that both sides must -erceive stab -.....
in fact a.ctieve m~ balance. To facili-ate this ana. ysis *

matrix aD.ich iends itself" to, overIay1 nq the respoc nses. a, n
S:cure 4.

Figure 4 1i ustrates nn area (or tr'en,:i :,f cr:i ,' doreeen.--

botr, sidE s perceive sta.:,ility. As is often the (:ase. tue t i-.
s the hest answer. Our anaiy iA: has confirme= 1:.at '

assurec destruction (MAD). a f'r*' of which has bee, !.3. ,-rateay
since W:or)d War i[, is in fact a stabti zinq strate-;. ' ; hIer-
more, the methodology suggests whatever s-rateqy .s chosen. a
long as each side maintains equal croability . D, :' ei as
stabilizing.

4,.



USSR STRATEGY

30OFF 00000
PT 0fF00000 "FROM THE US

50-00 00 00 PERSPECTIVE"

Fiqure -. U.S. Perspective

There are two oitfalis to tnis result the ana~ysli ea
snould note. By analyzing thle resu...ts. it bDecomes apcpareri t~a
in transitioning to a strategy that inciuces deiensive adI1

ty. it is essential each side have the same capaoil..ty at the±
same time. If, even for a short period of time. one siae nas a
perceived advantage, then the otner side may be forced to react
before losing their own capability. In addition, the io.qxca..
consequence of the above situation is. to ensure equality atai
stages, the U.S. may have to transfer technology ana co-o-rr.cuce
systems. These observations are an extension of the raw Ana..vsis
critical to a compiete analytic.. effort.

in conclusion, the reader is reminded that thnis simoIiiea
example is meant only to introduce the L)MM methodoloqy. Aacici-
tionai alternatives brinq with them additional comp~lexity. '.Kear
trenas may not appear and can dictate a reapplication of tnie
methodology with new or reordered strategies, or even the us-n oi
a completely different technique. In addition. oblectives an,;
strategies may not align as conveniently as they dia in th*-is
example. In the next chapter. different applications will b:e
introduced aiong with limitations.
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QUESTION: DOES THE STRATEGY ENSURE
STABILITY AND STRATEGIC
BALANCE?

USSR STRATEGY

.4 4' 4 4 Qj

OFF 00000
GD ,-0'° 0 0 • •

P"FROM THE USSR

50-50 0 0 @ 0 PERSPECTIVE"
LIM 000O0oEF 00000

'ii

.Fioure . Sovie,_ Perspect i-ve

USSR STRATEGY

OFF (DC a (
ca

L"PT DEF

UD)

coo LIM

-DEF 0) V) CD _D

Fiazure 4. Maitrices Uveriavec



Chapter Four

CONCLUSIONS

OTHER APPLICATIONS

The example developed in Chapter Three represents mn i:em!
application of the DMM methodology. It is characterizea by
symmetric strategies and the same objective for each side.
Unfortunately, not all problems can be addressed wLthin trnis
structure.

e t  g2 2 9!!2S Strategies

This is the framework in which the deterrence examo-e fits.
As mentioned above, this application is characterized by symmet-
ric strategies and an equivalent objective. When a oroolem Iaiis

M into this form, the methodology facilitates the overiaying analy-
s.is depicted in Figure 4. Other proolems that may De aoorooriate
for tnis application include regional policy formuiation. Ir)
battlefield strategy options.

r:Non-Symmjtric O222aIn Strategies

This application is appropriate when opposing siaes zave
different strategies or different objectives. in the exam >Ies
iliustrated in Figures 5 and 6, note that because of different
oojectives, different questions were asked to complete tne two
matrices. The matrices can be overlayed (Figure 7), but litt_"e
information is gained by having like responses in any position in
the matrix. An analysis of the matrix in Figure 7 might, now-
ever, inaicate policy makers could escalate involvement to tre
advisor level without invoking direct surrogate or Soviet in-
volvement and still maintain public support.

A less sophisticated application of the methodology involve:,
using the matrix display to enhance understanding ana possiL,'Ly
nighlight trends. The example in Figure 8 is characterizec by no
opposing strategies, but rather a list of attributes. Each
attribute is measured in terms of the coding symbol.

17



QUESTION: WOULD US PUBLIC OPINION
SUPPORT THIS POLICY IN RESPONSE
TO SOVIET POLICY? (FICTITIOUS
CENTRAL AMERICAN COUNTRY)

SOVIET POLICY

~44

NON-INVOLVEMENT 00 * *
MILITARY AID 0 0 0 0 "FROM US

CL ADVISORS D 0 0 PERSPECTIVE"

TROOP SUPPORT * * *
Figure 5. Non-Symmetric Strategles lltrx #1
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QUESTION: WHAT IS LIKELY SOVIET RESPONSE
TO US POLICY?

SOVIET POLICY

NON-INVOLVEMENT 0 0 *
C MILITARY AID 0 0 1 0 "FROM SOVIET

.1,ure 6. Non-Symmetric Strategiez :i t._ ×

SOVIET POLICY-RESPONSE

4*4.

•c. I--

• IMIITARU ECATI G 0000
CL Q ~ADVISORS 0* 0

STROOP SUPPORT o0000000@000000
LIMIT WITHOUT ESCALATING TO COMBAT BETWEEN US TROOPS
AND SOVIET SURROGATE OR SOVIET TROOPS. YET MAINTAIN
PUBLIC SUPPORT

irgure 7. Non-Symmetric Stra-tec-s C;vez-i.vec
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LIMITATIONS

%44

4,4

*OFFL" CZ0000
wQ IN.

oEF@@O@0 o

*SEE TABLE I

SFiqure 8. DisDlay Matrix

:7ITATION3 AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

7ne basic orinciples relevant to any gooc anaiysis are as,"
re'evant for the DMM methodology. The ob~ective must oc
arid tne met%oaology applicable. As with any decision an:ivzis
-e~chnique, the analysis team must guard azaianst -aw~nrl r cwr
conc.usions. The team's primary responsibiiity is to De
_ectuai-y honest and thorough when deterininng srat,,
.:ompleting the matrix. When presenting t ne method%-locy ".0 -_-e
decision-maker, t-ie team should offer enough explanation -c, zu-ic
confiience in the decision-maker's mind that the matrix Is a

* va-ic representation of the facts. It is then the decs'n-
mager's responsizility to draw conclusions and prov.de ,uicanc..

Any assumptions mace during the anaLysis ,must ne mace c._s-ar
to ail participants. In our examoie0 it was assumec SD e.n,:1 -

oyy was acnievable and the cost of deploy no a system . s
oronioitive.

Aithough a team of experts was stresse(: in the ana yt ca.
* process. theze are alternatives to thiis ariproacl,. Often, ;: a

isrge numoer of inputs are requirec, or it it .not -r ctica 1
gather the experts in one location, a survey or cuest,-nn.~ir- c. r.
oe oevelooec to meet the analyst's needs. However, you mus't
guarc against the oitfails of surveys: I respondents olt -r! co
not put the required intellectual effort into questionnaltes. an.
2) amo..uity and confusion can be expectec by written ,;uet.c,_.
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that lack the face-to-face discussion personai interviews anc
elicitations provide.

As mentioned in previous chapters, the ordering of strate-
gies can be important. Consider, for example, a non-symmetric
matrix that has a large number of alternatives. Although a zlear
cut strategy may not be evident, by properly ordering and prioi-
itizing alternatives, the decision-maker may still be aile to
determine the proper direction to take by observing where the
preponcerance of positive responses lie. For examle, .
indicates a more offensively oriented nuclear strategy in
Figure 2.

Finally, the success of this methodology is dependent, -n
large nart, on the creativity of the analyst. This is r _I ur-
prising information to most analysts. Choosing the proper ana-
lytical methocology, ana the balancing act of fitting variabies
into the structure of a given methodology, is a great chailnQg.

SUMMARY

ana Decision-making has oeen described as "the act of co-mparlrc
ane discriminating among various alternatives to gain the .<now
edge necessary to make a rational choice." (5:5) The aecisicn-
maKino matrix methodology was designed to assist the decision-
maxer in discriminatina bet-;oen a large numner of strateg .

the context of a qualitative, long-range planning environment.
The strengths of this approach are its relatively stialoiht zoi. -
ward application and the simplicity of the display. its ma-or
shortcoming is that its results are only as good as the anamyst's
SKIiS and honesty.

In conclusion, analytical approaches to decision-making
"force the decision-maker to define the problem, methodically
consider the various relationships and help overcome many of :he
human perceptions that tend to inhibit the decision-making
process. No matter how valuable a tool matnenatics mqr,,t. be.
it is not a substitute for human 3udgment." (5:6)

92
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